
Question Answer

Will recording of this webinar be available after the 

session?

Yes, all sessions are recorded and available for review from the webinar series 

home page:

https://pages.infor.com/hfe-pm-webinar-d-EPM-v-12-webinar-series.html

What does the end of Infor d/EPM (Infor BI) v11 

maintenance mean? Can we still use Infor v11 after 

end of maintenance? Which services will not be 

available anymore?

This means development might not be able to spend time for v11 anymore, so new 

features and fixes will go to the current version of Infor d/EPM and not to the legacy 

versions of the product. There are no plans to turn off any of the existing 

functionality and if there is valid support contract, you can continue accessing 

product download portal and contact Infor support team when required. There will 

be additional communication from Infor with further details.

How I can access "check compatibility for V12" 

feature.

There are two features that help with update preparation – one is Compatibility 

check and another one is Dependency analyzer. Both tools designed for analysis of 

existing reports and usage of report objects – hyperblocks, variables, lists, etc. For 

more information about how to access it, please check documentation and reach 

out to support team or communities if there are any issues with that.

Can I migrate full repository without moving individual 

pieces (Reports, Dashboards, etc)?

Due to the changes in v12 architecture every application repository is unique, and it 

cannot be simply moved from one application to another. For migration from v11 to 

v12, please use application components export/import (Application Studio reports, 

Dashboards, etc.). For migration between v12 applications we are releasing new 

tools to combine several components, including OLAP Database, into a single 

package, to simplify import process.

Can I migrate dashboards?
Yes, same as other components, please use export dashboard and import 

dashboard features.
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Question Answer

Does Office Plus work in the same way as Version 

11?

With v12 we released brand new Excel add-in – Infor d/EPM Excel Integration. It is 

using latest Excel API to ensure we work with future-proof solution and also 

utilizing the latest features of MS Excel – custom functions, dynamic arrays, etc. 

More information can be found in Excel Integration educational sessions at Infor 

community, which is accessible from Infor Concierge - https://concierge.infor.com.

What can we do with DBSET or DBGET Formulars in 

OfficePlus? Is there an automatic Migration possible?

While we plan to create tools aimed to simplify this process, we cannot expect fully 

automatic migration.

Can you please clarify how migration of ImportMaster

processes will work when using the cloud solution?

While existing ImportMaster processes will work same for on premises v11 and 

v12, migration to cloud will have changes due to some fundamental differences in 

data integration approach in cloud and on premises. Please reach out to your 

account executive or consultants' team to review current integration and build best 

strategy for this process.

Can Infor Extreme help with migration process?

Infor Extreme is renamed to Infor Support and can now be accessed through 

Concierge - https://concierge.infor.com. For any questions regarding migration (for 

instance, how to access Dependency analyzer), you certainly can reach out to 

support team, however this team cannot help with any potential changes in your 

model to prepare it for v12.

Can you share link to other parts of

the webinar series?
Sure, https://pages.infor.com/hfe-pm-webinar-d-EPM-v-12-webinar-series.html.  
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